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In Praise of Greek Mountains

(Plates 33, 34)

N o country has captured the romantic imagination more completely
than Greece yet few are subject to greater misconceptions. In this

birthplace of Jason, Odysseus, Niarchos and Onassis, the sea is omni
present, with no part of the mainland more than fifty miles away from it.
To those who know only its beaches, its coast and islands, Greece personi
fies the quintessential Mediterranean paradise - the gift of sun and sea. Yet
in reality, four-fifths of mainland Greece is mountain and the stark lime
stone ranges that stretch out into the Aegean, like the fingers of a skeletal
hand, mirror the harsher face of a country whose hard-edged character is
personified in the life of its mountain peoples.

This paradox is reflected in commonplace British perceptions of Greece.
Although, year in and out, Greece and its islands are amongst the most
popular British summer holiday venues, it also vies with Switzerland as
the most mountainous country in Europe. Furthermore, unlike Switzerland,
it still retains those raw, rough edges much cherished by mountain travellers.
For all this, the mountains of Greece remain a blank on the map for most
British climbers. In British mountaineering compendia, such as Wilfrid
Noyce's magisterial World Atlas ofMountaineering, I the mountains of Greece
get no mention, while Edward Pyatt's Guinness Book ofMountains 2 confines
its comments to classical mountain mythology and the monastic sanctuaries
of Meteora and Athos.

Why should this be and was it always thus? To Western Europe, Greece
became something of a land apart after the fall of Rome and the rise of
Greek Byzantium. Sultan Mehmed's capture of Constantinople in 1453
may have brought down the final curtain on the Holy Roman Empire, but
it was the earlier, Venetian-backed Fourth Crusade's sack of Constantinople
in 1204 which dismembered the Byzantine Empire, accelerated the expan
sion of the Turkish Ottoman Empire into the Balkans and exacerbated a
schism between the Roman and Orthodox Churches which has lasted to
this day. During four hundred years of Ottoman rule, mainland Greece
and Ionia became fragmented and disengaged from mainstream Western
Europe. Although the recollection of classical Greek art, literature and
philosophy remained a cultural inspiration, by the early 19th century general
British interest was minimal in what was perceived to be an impoverished
land populated by illiterate peasants and ferocious bandits.
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Alexander Pope's 18th century translations of Homer's llliadand Odyssey
might have anticipated what became the vogue of Romantic Hellenism,
but it took the Greek War of Independence (1821-1832) to switch the
European spotlight onto Byron's 'Land of Lost Gods'. This revolutionary
struggle, seen as a modern crusade to liberate Christian Greece from the
Islamic yoke, was crystallised by Byron's death at Misso10nghi in 1824. In
the aftermath of independence, Greece suddenly became a magnet for the
more intrepid traveller, topographer, antiquary, botanist, archreo10gist and,
most particularly, the artists and writers who vied in their portrayals of
Hellas's departed classical glories.

To the ancients, the magic of the hills was not interpreted by references
to mountain scenery but rather, by association, to the spirits of nature. Yet
to the artists of the Romantic Movement mountain scenery, previously
regarded with aversion and distaste, became an object of inspiration. This
change of attitude foreshadowed a1pinism's Golden Age when British
mountaineers made the Alps their stamping ground and much of the world
their bailiwick. It is therefore curious that so little interest should have been
shown by the Victorian climbing fraternity in the very mountains 
Olympus, Parnassus, Taygetus, Ossa and Pelion - which had long been
part of poetry's lexicography and whose myths were familiar to every
educated Englishman. Patently, size, scale and challenge had much to do
with it. Although the Greek mountainscape is steep, harsh and unyielding,
it boasts no Matterhorns or ice-clad giants. And so it was, as it had been in
the Alps and Pyrenees, that artists and writers pioneered the routes into
the mountains of Hellas, with none more prominent than Edward Lear.

Lear made the first of his many visits to Greece in 1848. Although an
epileptic and forever dogged by ill health, he was a resolute and compulsive
traveller whose topographica11andscape painting was to take him into many
mountain regions besides Greece, including the Abruzzi, Albania, the Alps,
Corsica and the Hima1aya. From Darjee1ing he sketched 'the very godlike
and mysterious Kinchinjunga' and back in England painted three oils of the
great mountain including one for Lord Aberdare, father of General Charles
Bruce, leader of the 1922 Everest Expedition and Alpine Club President
from 1923 to 1925. This 'supreme example of the sublime' now hangs in
the stairwell of the Aberdare Library as Lord Aberdare's bequest, yet for
Lear, there were no mountains more beautiful than those of Greece whose
'divinest beauty' enchanted him from the start. Another of Lear's sublime
paintings, Parnassus (1862), may have inspired a handful of Victorian
mountaineers as it later inspired me to attempt its traverse on ski.

Notwithstanding the popularity and publicity of the Greek Revolution
and the outpourings of poets and painters, the physical difficulties and dan
gers of mountain travel through Greece's inaccessible and often
bandit-ridden country proved a deterrent to any but the most intrepid trav
ellers. One such was that energetic clergyman the Rev H F Tozer, the
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outstanding classical geographer of his day, who travelled widely through
the Sultan's domain - Greece, Asia Minor and Armenia - and gained elec
tion to the Alpine Club on the strength of mountain exploration.
Although the British diplomat, D Urquhart, may possibly have climbed
Skolio (2,91Im), a prominent subsidiary peak of Mt Olympus and only six
metres lower, Tozer was the first to make a serious, though unsuccessful,
bid to reach the mountain's aiguille-like apex, Mytikas 'The Needle'
(2,9l7m). This was in 1865 - the same year in which Whymper climbed
the Matterhorn.

Twelve years later, in 1877, F F Tuckett, the man credited with popular
ising both the rucksack and the sleeping bag, launched an 'attack' on the
Peleponesian Taygetus (2,407m). Tuckett, a distinguished Alpine Club
pioneer who had climbed in the Alps, Pyrenees, Corsica, Spain, Norway
and beyond, wrote lyrically, with a plethora of Greek and Latin tags, about

... this memory haunted peak whose name has been a household word
from childhood ... bold in outline, vast in extent, and rich beyond
description in all the unequalled glory that the colouring and sunshine
and brilliant atmosphere of Greece can produce.3

To conclude his Greek campaign and inspired perhaps by Lear, Tuckett
went on the climb the 2,458m Parnassus.

Seventeen years on, in 1894, Douglas Freshfield, almost unrivalled as a
mountain traveller and pontificator, visited Greece. He recorded his
impressions in 'Classical Climbs', following Tuckett up Taygetus, but was
pipped up Parnassus by another distinguished AC member C E Matthews.
Freshfield praised Greece's natural scenery, though he considered that it
failed in its 'attempt at the sublime', and opined that 'a man of many
mountains may sometimes smile at the adjectives lavished by the scholar
on the cliffs of Parnassus. ,4

Although neither Taygetus nor Parnassus can be classified as anything
but strenuous walks in summer, Freshfield's conclusion that Greek moun
tains would be 'unpalatable food for the robust appetites of Alpine Clubmen'
was based on a somewhat superficial acquaintance. In the course of his
visit, he had sighted from afar the less digestible Mt Olympus but decided
that this was not a morsel to whet his appetite. Years later, Colonel Strutt,
as editor of the Alpine Journal and author of Freshfield's panegyric obituary
in 1934, described Freshfield's 1904 Olympus venture (it was actually in
1894) as an 'attempt, defeated by brigands'. 5 Certainly, Greek brigands were
a hazard at the time but whether the outcome of Freshfield's imaginary
tryst with Olympus would have been different had he been accompanied
by his devoted guide Franc;:ois Devouassoud, we shall never know.

Another Alpine Clubman, Captain Monck Mason, who skirted Mt
Olympus in 1918, assured readers that the summit 'can almost be reached
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by mules' and apologised for not reaching the top himself on account of
the snow,.6 Did he know that the summit peak, Mytikas, had been climbed
five years earlier, on 2 August 1913, by the Swiss climbers Baud-Bovey and
Boissonnas with their Greek guide Kakalos? It was another eight years
before Marcel Kurz, pioneer of the High Level Ski Route, climbed its
adjacent summit the 'Throne of the Gods', again with Kakalos. Only in
1926 did a British party led by W T Emslie climb Mytikas. Sadly, his
photographs do little justice to the mountain. 7 Modern mountaineering
came to Greece in 1934 with Comici's routes on the great walls of Olympus's
Megala Kazania, yet the mountain was still virtually unknown when John
Hunt was organising his mountain warfare training on its slopes at the
close of the Second World War.

When I made a solo visit to Mt Olympus in November 1961, I knew
little of its topography. Lured by its mythological associations, I only dis
covered something of its true nature from photographs in a book bought in
Athens. When I saw for myself the Megala Kazania's awesome amphi
theatre of 500m limestone cliffs encased in snow and ice from the discreet
distance of Skolio's summit, I reached different conclusions to those of
Douglas Freshfield as to this mountain's palatability.

After the war, John Hunt remained a champion and devotee of Greek
mountains and in 1963, ten years after Everest, he made the first south to
north traverse of the Pindos. Running for 160 miles NNW from the Gulf of
Patrai to the Albanian frontier, this complex of ranges forms the backbone
of mainland Greece and is unmatched for average height, continuity and
impenetrability. Hunt's international party of mixed age and ability (which
occasionally went up to 54 and included Tony Streather, George Lowe and
John Disley) wrote a new chapter in trekking history but was more
concerned with youth training and geographical science than with
exploratory mountaineering. Yet it was this remarkable journey, undertaken
in April often through heavy snow and rain, which heightened interest in
Greek mountains for those with a bent for the unusual.8

One such connoisseur of the unfamiliar was the fastidious Robin Fedden.
In 1972 his party visited Epirus and the Pindos. They put up a new route
on the NW face of Astraka in the Tymphi massif and followed this up with
a north to south foot traverse of the range from Konitza to Karpenisi on a
line somewhat to the west of Hunt's. Fedden's verdict was that 'for all its
wild scenery and impressive gorges, the Pindos range ... offers little serious
climbing. The exception is the Tymphi massif [whose] climbs on the great
north faces are comparable to classic Dolomite routes, with walls of up to
800m'. Lindsay Griffin's more recent climbs in the Tymphi excepted, this
might have been the last word an Alpine Clubman would utter on the·
mountains of Greece. 9

The Greek mountain scene was much changed when I revisited Mt
Olympus in June 1985, 24 years after my first visit. lO By now, skiing on
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snow had become almost as popular as skiing on water and new resorts
were sprouting countrywide. John Hunt and Edward Peck had done some
tentative Greek ski-touring in 1945 but, by the early 1980s, reports of serious
ski-mountaineering ventures were percolating through. In 1981 the
redoubtable French duo of Berruex and Parmentier made a circuit of the
Ghiona and Vardousian massifs in Sterea,l1 and in 1984 an RAF team
spent three days in the Tymphi before launching out on an ambitious north
to south traverse of the South Pindos Ridge. Starting from Antochori they
hit bad weather on the main ridge and had to abandon their bold attempt
at Matsouki. When we found ourselves sharing the old Agapitos hut on
Olympus with Ronald and Tilleke Naar I was intrigued by their excursions
on short skis, for it was beginning to dawn on me that the most interesting
way of getting to know these Greek mountains might well be on ski.

However, owing to other commitments it was another ten years before
this came to pass. And so it was that on 4 March 1995 a predominantly AC
party - David Williams, Rodney Franklin, Derek Fordham, Richard Cowper
and I - slipped the Athens-Thessaloniki Express at Kato Titherea for a late
afternoon start up the inhospitable Velitsa Gorge for what was intended as
a tented three-day ski traverse of Parnassus. The story of that venture has
been told elsewhere12 but, as we discovered, the sparse flesh of these boney
mountains is not easily digestible. Owing to the exaggerated freeze-thaw
effect that often afflicts Mediterranean mountains, Parnassus was encased
in ice. On the second day Derek Fordham suffered a bad fall and injured
himself. On the morning of the third day we were still 250m below the
2,457m summit, pinned down by a blizzard; so we decided to stay put and
dig in. Throughout that night we kept digging, fearful that the continuous
build-up of snow would collapse our tents. Next day, with avalanches
threatening, we gave Parnassus away to Apollo, Dionysius and any other
interested muses and retreated down the same Velitsa Gorge up which we
had so laboriously slogged four days before.

Derek had to retire home hurt but the rest of us had better luck in Sterea
doing a pioneer circuit traverse of the Vardousian massif - an area some
times described as Greece's 'Little Switzerland', minus any recognisable
Swiss facilities. The return leg to our Stavros Col camp gave an epic day
with the last lV2 hours skied in total darkness. Next day we climbed the
group's highest peak, Korakas (2,437m), and completed the programme
with a traverse across the Ghiona massif taking in the shapely Pyramida,
at 2,51Om the highest peak in Central Greece. Exit involved a third and
final bone-jarring walk-out down the spectacular Rekka Ravine to Viriani.

This bruising experience confirmed that, while there is enough steep rock
in Sterea to keep climbers busy for years, few are likely to follow our ski
mountaineering itinerary. These steep and stoney limestone peaks, inter
spersed with disconcertingly deep gorges, involve big ascents to and long
descents from the snowline, with little continuously skiable terrain. Add to
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this the barest smattering of invariably locked huts, incomprehensible maps
and you get the general picture. Yet for all this, the novelty, uncertainty and
powerful personality of the country had caught my imagination and I had
already determined to trek through the Tymphi massif the following year
to recce a future winter visit on ski.

The Tymphi massif is the culmination and glory of the Greek mountain
scape. Set deep in Epirus Province, the homeland of Alexander the Great's
mother Olympias and King Pyrrhus whose armies marched to within 24
miles of Rome, this is Greece's most scenic and atypical province. Byron's
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage was largely based on his visit to the court of the
legendary Ali Pasha at lonanina and it was from the Epirot landscape that
Edward Lear drew particular inspiration. Its wild peaks, dizzying gorges
and fierce mountaineers set it apart from the rest of the country and although
it took no part in the Greek War of Independence (Arta was only freed
from Ottoman rule in 1881 and lonanina still retains a distinctive Turkish
flavour), its mountain redoubts were always a refuge for the outlawed,
oppressed and dispossessed. Here the brave, brutal and anarchistic brigand/
patriots known as Klephts followed no man's writ and here Mussolini's
Italian expeditionary forces were routed in 1940/41. But here too, the
darkest side of Greece was revealed in the terrible excesses of the Greek
Civil War that are so harrowingly recounted in Nicholas Gage's Eleni.

Lonely Planet's Trekking in Greece offers some perceptive seasonal advice
about trekking in Epirus. Don't do it during the last week in September
when the autumn rains arrive with unswerving regularity. John Blacker,
Peter Lowes, David Seddon and I paid the price for disregarding this
unexceptionable advice. In consequence, our walks through the magnificent
Vikos and Aoos gorges, and our strolls up two easy Tymphi peaks including
Gamila II and the traverse of the Tymphi massif from Megalo Papingo to
Tsepolovo, were all undertaken in an almost unremitting downpour.
Although this trek finally did for my dicky hip, I resolved that one day I
would come back, with my skis, to this dramatic part of Greece.

Three years on, in March 1999, Derek Fordham, Roger Childs, John
Ducker and I picked up our hired Nissan 'Serena' van at Thessaloniki
airport, drove northeast to Thrace and from the pretty village of Volokas
skied to the topmost point (2,232m) of the Falakro massif. These giddy
limestone walls are probably unknown to British climbers but this attractive
mountain was useful to us as a warm-up for the more serious business of
Smolikas (2,637m), Greece's second summit. To get there we had to drive
across the breadth of northern Greece, unaware that we had already enjoyed
our last fine day for a week.

Consultation with the oracle at wintry Dodona did nothing to improve
the weather forecast but after various other diversions we eventually reached
the unfussy Naneh hut, two hours or three above the Alpine village of
Paleoselli. After two abortive attempts to fmd a skiable route up Smolikas,
we were forced to retire. But disappointment was tempered by an unde-
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served hero's welcome and wild boar lunch back at Paleoselli. Fearing that
we had perished on a mountain not previously attempted on ski, the
local rescue party of two lads plus motor scooter had come up the moun
tain to find us, having already alerted the police helicopter at Konitza of
our likely fate.

Much the same party, strengthened by David Seddon, was back again in
Greece in March 2000 for another round with Smolikas. For this trip, I had
also revived an earlier project of attempting a tented south-to-north traverse
along the main Pindos Ridge from Vougareli to Metsovo - reversing, in
effect, the 1984 RAF party's intended line. Running some 55km from
Tzourmerka (2,393m) to Peresteri (2,295m), this, the longest continuous
stretch of high mountains in Greece, maintains the 2,000m contour for
most of its length; it has few break points and traverses country as wild,
steep and dramatic as anything in southern Europe.

In the event, battle with the ridge was never joined. From Vougareli, the
menacing, ice-encrusted cliffs of Tzoumerka looked impregnable, so we
settled for a training climb up a virginal ski peak, Astri (1,853m), on the
fringes of the Agrapha in surroundings reminiscent of the Spanish
Pyrenees. Next day, really dirty weather made the prospect of two
pensioners humping tents and impedimenta up and along an unforgiving
crest of snow-encrusted limestone preposterous. We swiftly reappraised
objectives and headed north in our hired van. The day-long drive from
Vougareli to Ioannina through mist, cloud and rain on unsealed mountain
roads overlooking dizzying gorges, riding switch-back ridges and slithering
up and down double hairpin bends in search of deserted villages perched
on mountain tops was more nerve-wrecking than anything we were later
to attempt. It also convinced me that we might have taken weeks to have
done this same stretch on ski.

From the comforting base of the Galaxy Hotel in the ancient Vlach capital
and now popular ski resort of Metsovo, we made one cautious incursion
onto the Mavravouni Ridge in the teeth of a paralysingly cold northeast
wind. Following this up with a tentative recce of Peresteri (2,295m), it
became obvious that this fine triangular peak was going to be a tough mouth
ful. Although we never properly deciphered Mr Sfikas's The Mountains of
Greece sketch map,13 we disentangled a segment of the mountain's complex
topography second time round and reached its 2,100m North Col. But
without a rope - no further. In recompense, the descent down Peristeri's
Vallee Blanche, in a setting which almost rivalled its Mont Blanc counter
part, must be one of the finest ski runs in Greece.

And now for Smolikas. Its noble dome, dominating the northeast skyline,
and framed by converging pine-covered ridges, had become a tantalisingly
familiar sight from the spectacular mountain road that links Konitza to
Paleoselli. After a night in the now familiar Naneh hut, we made our bid
on a cold but brilliantly fine day. I now knew well the likely route to the
crest of the long, rolling ridge that leads to Smolikas's summit pyramid.
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Swopping crampons for skis for the steep top section, our fIrst pair made
the summit at 11.35 hours. A vast array of snow-capped ranges stretched
away northwards into Albania and the Balkans, while to the south, the ten
kilometre-long, dark shadowed north wall of the Tymphi, presented us with
Greece's grandest mountain tableau.

Certainly the mountains of Hellas will always gladden the hearts of
painters and poets, yet their limestone faces will also test most rock-climbers
and, during the harsh Greek winter, their wild peaks and ridges offer
challenge enough to ski mountaineers. To my knowledge the complete
Pindos ski traverse remains an unplucked plum.

SKI- MOUNTAINEERING SUMMARY

1995
4-7 March
10-11 March

12 March
13-15 March

1999
3 March
8-9 March

2000
4 March
6 March
8 March
11 March

Parnassus
Vardousian massif

Korakas (2,437m)
Ghiona massif

Falakro (2,232m)
Smolikas

Astri (1,853m)
Mavravouni Ridge
Peresteri Col (2, lOOm)
Smolikas (2,637m)

Attempt by Velitsa Ravine
Ski traverse from Stavros col to
Artotina. Return via West
Soufles & Meteritza cols.

Traverse from Sekea to Viriani
with ascent of Pyramida
(2,5 !Om) and descent by Rekka
Ravine.

Two aborted attempts.

to Point 1,900m.
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33. Climbing Mount Korakas, Central Greece. (J G R Harding) (p89)

34. Skiing down Korakas. (J G R Harding) (p89)
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